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Presentation Notes
over the last few years, Burn-out rates have increased significantly. In the Netherlands, about 17% of all employees report burn-out related complaints (about 1,3 million) ,Furthermore, about a third of employees report work stress as a reason for absenteeism. To give you an idea of what  this means, this equals… costsAnd last but not least, most commonly reported occupational disease in the Netherlands is mental problems like burnout & post-traumatic stress disorder. So as you can see, stress is a becoming a bigger and bigger problem in our society.To combat stress and prevent burnout, lets have a look at how stress occurs. 
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In general, stress can fluctuate a lot over time, from day to day or even within a day.a high variety of factors can cause stress, for instance time pressure, emotional demands at work, but also private matters such as a demanding home situation. the intensity of the stress reaction depends on multiple factors: the type of stressor that we are dealing with, the individual, and the specific circumstances of the individual. It is important to address stress in in the right way, so that it works for the specific person in the specific context, and at the right moment, before it builds up too much and might even become a burn out. That is the concept of Just-in-time adaptive interventions. Click - Just – in – time means to provide intervention at the moment the person needs it. This can be for example after a stressful day, to make sure you can recover from work and relax before going to sleep. Or directly after a stressful event, to prevent stress from accumulating throughout the day.Click Adaptive: the content of the intervention should be suitable to the circumstances and needs of the individual. E.g., somedays for myself it is helpful to do a breathing or yoga exercise, whereas in other situations I might need help from a colleague or supervisor; In short, aim of JITAI is to provide the right intervention at the right time. What is “right” can change over time and from person to person. Then the question is: how do we know what’s right? [click]For starters we will need frequent, real-time assessments of stress levels (e.g. with mobile phones, sensors)and preferably also context factors such as work stressors, and recent activities. This is what we have been working on at TNO.
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We developed an intervention concept for dealing with stress, using a smarthphone application (How-Am-I-app)The concept contains 3 main elements:1st Individual stress assessment, through self-monitoring of daily stress levels and context factors via short daily questionnaires. 2nd: Through algorithms, we linked all potential outcomes to specific stress management tips that are suitable to the respective stress level and to one’s personal situation- 3rd : We provide the user with feedback on stress levels and insights into recurring stress patterns 
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So far, we have used this concept to help two different target groups deal with stress.- health care employees (still prototype)- persons with autism (already in app stores)



App 1: Work stress in health care
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First, let’s zoom in on the health care target group. 
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Going back to the 3 elements previously mentiond, the application starts with a STRESS & Context ASSESSMENT: At the end of each working day, the app prompts the user to fill in a short questionnaire. Type of Workload, e.g. Mental, emotional, physical Stress level & Mental, emotional, physical healthDaily hassles, such as: work-life interference, negative social interactions, lack of support
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Immediately after this assessment, our developed algorithm results in personalized feedbackUsers get to see their daily stress level: determined by cut off points based on literature / data analysis: low – medium - high); Feedback:on daily hassles at workStress, type of workload and health complaints that they experienced Tips: suitable tips on dealing with stress, depending on specific outcome: increasing job resources and/or recovery from workLastly, Based on feedback and tips they can also set specific stress management goals, for instance: As soon as I get back home from work, I clear my mind by listening to music. Status: prototype, currently running a first pilot, anxious to see the results. 



App 2: Stress Autism Mate
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For the next target group I want to talk about, we have already seen promising results with the same concept. We developed SAM, Stress Autism Mate, together with the Dutch Association of Mental Health Care, to support persons with autism in managing their daily stress levels (focus on life stress).
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For people with autism, stress can build up quite quickly. Therefore, one assessment a day was not enough. So for SAM, the app prompts the user 4 times per day to fill out a short questionnaire with questions about the last 4 hours. Activities – such as doing groceries, eating/drinking, spending time with family or petHow they felt during these activities? Experience any signals of stress? E.g., did you feel irritable? Did you have negative thoughts? 
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INTERVENTIONFeedback on stress level and specific stress patterns, e.g. 3x times in a row high stress level, you will get a notificationPersonalized tips to deal with stresssuitable with respective stresslevel Personalized: in settings, users can select preferred tips from existing list or add new (self-invented) stress management tipsStatistics menu: keeps track of stress levels throughout the day, week, month > insight into recurring patterns (e.g. always stress on Monday morning; or 2nd moment of the day always green (no stress)). Keeps track of activities and how you were feeling during specific activities > insight in link activities – stress (Which activities are usually linked to feeling good / bad? what type of activity coincides with high / low stress levels ? )
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SAM: promising resultsPositive changes after using SAM (N=15):Perceived stressStress reductionCoping skillsQuality of lifeInteresting: psych of this group has let us know that relapse into treatment has signifiactly gone down. - Last but not least, Participants are super enthusiastic about the app!Currently performing a 2nd study with another group of users (N = 30)SAM is already available in app store 



Lessons learned & future challenges
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So what are the lessons learned & future challenges for JITAI for dealing with stress?
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NO “ONE SIZE FITS ALL”
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For the Just-in-time part: Work on the finetuning of algorithms (e.g. identify stress patterns) > support individuals in moments when they are most vulnerable (high stress) AND/OR early warnings to prevent high stress levelsUser receptivity: When are users willing and able to use an intervention; open to stress tips?Use of sensors super interesting to improve the real-time assessments.Adaptivity:Finetuning of algorithms (e.g. more differentiation in stress levels)Personalize content as much as possible, based on user patterns > self-learning app?Provide support on how to implement tips and change behavior; might be difficult at the individual levelMost importantly, we have learned that no “one size fits all”. We have developed a strong concept for dealing with stress, but we need to tailor the content to each target group and, if possible, involve target group in early stages of development. 
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Thank you!

POTENTIAL? 
OTHER TARGET GROUPS?
OTHER FUNCTIONALITIES?
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